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SUMMARY SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS REPORT
PREPARED FOR THE EXECUTION OF THE PROJECT IN 2015
The research was conducted through a combination of individual and collective efforts of the team. Monthly
team meetings were organized to assess progress in research of each team member and any difficulties
encountered.
By analysing the functional approach, realized in 2014, the research conducted in the project opened up the
prospect of a prerequisites for overcoming differences in perspective by showing the synthesis of formalistic
approach of Dongoroz and Welzel's finalism in Contemporary German functionalist theory. The results of
this analysis carried out in 2015 was able to put the research conducted in the previous years in a comparative
perspective, in order to create a system of general theory of crime on the coordinates of Romanian criminal
law in force.
In identifying, treating and working hypotheses in goals and travel contributed researchers:
DOCUMENTATION
I.1. Dr. Tudor Avrigeanu: documentation stage at the Max Planck Institute for foreign and international
criminal law (Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany, June 25 - July 4 2015)
- Updating documentation and confirmation of working hypotheses regarding the comparative perspective by
showing the synthesis of formalistic approach of Dongoroz and Welzel's finalism in Contemporary German
functionalist theory;
- Confirmation of working hypotheses regarding the creation a system of general theory of crime on the
coordinates of Romanian criminal law in force.

PARTICIPATION AT CONFERENCES
I.2. ISI International Conference New Criminal Legislation - important phase in the development of
Romanian Law, March 21, 2014.
Tudor Avrigeanu: Constants of Criminal Law?
Article published in the volume “New Criminal Legislation - important phase in the development of
Romanian Law”, Monduzzi Editore International Proceedings Division, 2014, ISBN 978-88-7587-709-5,
p.31-34 (ISI Proceedings).
I.2. The International Conference: 160 de ani de invatamant juridic iesean, Universitatea Alexandru Ioan
Cuza, Iasi, 23 to 25 October 2015
Tudor Avrigeanu: Carl Schmitt si Mircea Djuvara: un dialog despre spatiu si idee politica in dreptul
international
Article published in the volume “160 de ani de invatamant juridic iesean”, Hamangiu Publishing House, 2015,
ISBN 978-606-27-0435-3, p. 293-303.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ORGANIZED WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE RESEARCH
PROJECT
International Conference GERMAN INFLUENCES UPON THE ROMANIAN LAW - A
COMPARATIVE APPROACH, Bucharest, 30th-31st October 2015
Tudor Avrigeanu: Political Science, Apolitical Technique and Postpolitical Reception:
Romanian Criminal Law Doctrine Before and After 1989
Norel Neagu: European (Criminal) Law v. National (Criminal) Law – a Two Way Street
The conference benefited from the participation of 5 foreign researchers from prestigious universities or
research institutes (Germany, Spain, Italy, Argentina and Bulgaria) and 9 romanian researches from
prestigious national universities and research institutes (Bucharest, Timisoara, Iasi, Sibiu). The proceedings
of the conference will appear under the coordination of the director of the research project, into a collective
volume at the Universul Juridic Pulbishing House in 2016.

III. Dissemination of research results; completion of the performance criteria set for 2015

III.1. Articles published
III.1.1. N. Neagu
"European (Criminal) Law v. National (Criminal) Law – a Two Way Street", Published in Law Review, no.
2/2015, p. 46-66
BDI Publication: http://www.internationallawreview.eu/
III.2. Books published
III.2.1. Tudor Avrigeanu “Știința dreptului ca știință politică”, ISBN 978-606-673-757-9, Universul Juridic
Publishing House, Bucharest, 2015 (with comprehensive abstracts in German and English)
III.2.2. Tudor Avrigeanu (Editor) “German influences upon the romanian law a comparative approach /
Influențe germane asupra dreptului românesc: o perspectivă comparativa”, ISBN 978-606-673-756-2,
Universul Juridic Publishing House, Bucharest, 2016
The performance criteria set for 2015 were fully implemented, with 1 article in mainstream journals (BDI) point III.1., 2 articles published in proceedings of international conferences (one ISI Proceedings and one
BDI Publishing House) and two published books ( one forthcoming 2016).
IV. Prospects for research in 2016
The research in 2016 will focus on the perusing of the whole research activity, which will be summarized in
the drafting of the volume to be published in a foreign language (German).
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